
The Anti-Racist Starter Pack 
 

This past Sunday (June 7, 20200) Parade insert of the Milwaukee Journal offered a link to a 

wealth of on line resources designed to help anyone understand some of the critical issues 

surrounding racial disparity and White privilege.  We share these resources with hope of building 

bridges and opening dialogue. 

 

Note that many of the resources are available on YouTube as well as on the original sites. 

TV Series 

1. Netflix’s When They See Us: Ava DuVernay’s When They See Us stopped the world 

when she told the stories of the (now) Exonerated Five. This is a cautionary tale for some 

on the dangers of making the narrative match a racist agenda and insight into the fear of 

Black families across the country, and world.      

  

2. OWN’s Queen Sugar: Queen Sugar shares the beauty and complexity in family, legacy, 

and justice through the warmth of a Black family. Over the course of the seasons, we 

become even more exposed to Black rural advocacy and the power in land ownership. 

  

3.  FX’s Pose (available on Netflix): The Black LGBTQ+ community is no stranger to 

over-policing and brutal violence and Pose gives us a front row seat to the resilience and 

ingenuity of Ballroom culture and the fight for autonomy and safety.   

  

4. Netflix’s Seven Seconds: Before the hashtags and media, what is it like for a Black 

family learning they’ve lost a loved one and for a police officer realizing he took a life. 

How do these stories intertwine and what insight can we glean about repairing harm? 

  

5. Dear White People (available on Netflix): Dear White People has drawn controversy 

from many who have been afraid to push past the title, but it’s great insight to the inner 

workings of Black student activists and their campus experiences.  

Documentaries  

1. Netflix’s 13th by Ava DuVernay: Many cite The New Jim Crow (book by Michelle 

Alexander) as what woke them up to the extreme injustice in our criminal justice system 

and arguably 13th would be the documentary version of that, exposing how deep-rooted 

institutionalized racism is.         

  

2. The Children’s March: Youth-led activism has been on the rise since the fearless 

survivors of Parkland sparked a 21st century gun violence movement. To understand the 

shoulders on which we stand, learn about the children of Alabama that brought a racist 

police chief and segregation to its knees.       

  

3. The Kalief Browder Story (available on Netflix): For many of us, protesting is a right 

we take for granted. For those in the belly of our criminal justice system, advocating for 

yourself can be deadly. We must honor Kalief’s sacrifice by knowing his story and 
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ending cash bail.          

  

4. The Black Power Mixtape 1967-1975: The Black Liberation movement of the late 20th 

century is riddled with stereotypes and propaganda causing many to believe that the 

movement died following the assassinations of Malcolm X and Martin Luther King Jr. 

This documentary sets the record straight from the source with powerful interviews and 

recollections.           

  

5. LA92 (available on Netflix): It’s important that we never lose sight of the legacy of 

police violence. To understand the righteous anger of the Black community, learn more 

about the LA riots following the Rodney King trial. 

Movies and Short Films 

1. Fruitvale Station (directed by Ryan Coogler): When advocating around police 

brutality, we often lose touch with the humanity of those we fight for. In this masterful 

film, we see a glimpse of what is stolen from us each time police use excessive force. 

  

2. Higher Learning (directed by John Singleton): Since 2016, many have become hyper-

aware of the deep rifts that exist in American society and others have always known that 

we have very different experiences of this country. Higher Learning will surprise you in 

how relevant it is to today and showing some of the hurdles to achieving a “post-racial” 

society.           

  

3. Do The Right Thing (directed by Spike Lee): Eric Garner and George Floyd have both 

drawn connections to a fiction character who preceded them both: Radio Raheem of 

Spike Lee’s Do The Right Thing. The film masterfully highlights where unrest stems 

from and what leads to the rage felt in uprisings and rebellions.    

  

4. If Beale Street Could Talk (directed by Barry Jenkins): Activism can be very glorified 

by those privileged to be advocating from the abstract. This film—part love story, part 

drama—gives us a look into what is truly at stake for those facing wrongful incarceration 

head on.           

  

5. I Am Not Your Negro (directed by Raoul Peck): James Baldwin has provided novels, 

personal essays, and prose to last many lifetimes! The film adaptation explores the 

extended history of racism through Baldwin’s recollections and personal observations. 

TED Talks 

1. Bryan Stevenson’s We Need To Talk About An Injustice: Bryan Stevenson is one of the 

leading racial justice advocates, working with people incarcerated on death row. If 

anyone can diagnose recent injustices and understand the steps forward it would be him. 

  

2. Kimberle Crenshaw on The Urgency of Intersectionality: Following 2016, 

‘intersectionality’ became quite the buzzword, yet gets used out of context often by both 

the Right and Left alike. Hear from the black woman who coined the term in the ’80s as 

to how we use intersectionality to defend Black women.     

  

3. Baratunde Thurston on How To Deconstruct Racism, One Headline At A 

Time: Racism isn’t funny, but in this TED talk you’ll learn about the pervasive nature of 
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racism and laugh out loud way more times than you’ll be able to count.   

  

4. T. Morgan Dixon and Vanessa Garrison on The Trauma of Systemic Racism is 

Killing Black Women: Racism is traumatic. Oftentimes we are focused so much on 

legislative changes and urgent calls to action, that we neglect the emotional well being of 

Black people everywhere facing PTSD from this cyclical violence. Dive more into self-

care as radical preservation with this joint TED talk.      

  

5. Verna Meyers on How To Overcome Our Biases? Walk Towards 

Them:  #AllLivesMatter is the new color blind and both terms are proof that people fear 

being accused of biases more than they feel committed to addressing them. Let’s lose the 

shame and take bold steps deeper into your allyship.      

  

6. Heather McGhee’s Racism Has A Cost for Everyone: My liberation is bound in yours. 

This is not a feel good statement but a reality when it comes to how racism impacts 

policy, budgets, and prevents us from achieving a society that works for us all  

  

7. The Human Stories Beyond Mass Incarceration: We can never lose sight of the people 

behind the statistics and in this powerful TED talk, you’ll be reminded of why we fight 

this fight.           

  

8. Marlon Peterson’s Am I Not Human?: Marlon Peterson is formerly incarcerated and 

one of the leading national experts on alternatives to incarceration. Learn about why we 

desperately need more empathy when it comes to addressing harm.    

  

9. Emma Harrison’s From Reform to Abolition: The Future of the U.S. Prison 

System: More than ever before, people are Googling abolition and exploring what a 

society without prisons looks like. Have questions about why we can’t reform these 

systems or what this looks like in reality? Listen up!      

  

10. Rayna Gordon’s Don’t Be A Savior, Be An Ally: Sometimes with the best intentions we 

still fall short. Hear from Rayna about thoughtful allyship that seeks to uplift and support 

not take over or “save.” 

Books 

1. Just Mercy by Bryan Stevenson: You’ve likely heard the story of someone who served 

decades in prison for a crime they didn’t commit. How does that happen and how do we 

ensure people don’t disappear behind the bars and into bureaucratic systems that value 

process more than justice?         

  

2. Men We Reaped by Jesmyn Ward: America often equates Black to mean urban 

America when more of us live in “middle America” and the deep South than anywhere 

else. Ward is a literary artist who spins the stories of Black men in Mississippi with so 

much love and a deep desire to protect those she loves.     

  

3. Free Cyntoia by Cyntoia Brown-Long: Everyone from Rihanna to Kim Kardashian was 

tweeting about Cyntoia Brown-Long, the young woman incarcerated for defending 

herself against her abuser and a sexual predator. Cyntoia’s story is one that many women 

share—and this book sheds light on how systems set up to protect us, fail us time and 
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time again.           

   

4. Born A Crime by Trevor Noah: Noah’s book reads like an episode of his late night 

show which is to say it’s informative, compelling, and well researched. This is a must 

read for those looking to understand race and class.      

  

5. Unafraid of the Dark by Rosemary L Bray: Racism feels like this big scary monster 

which can make some of us feel like we don’t know where to begin in dismantling it and 

others feel it’s not relevant to them at all. Bray sets the record straight with these 

vignettes and anecdotes about what racism looks like in practice but also how police 

interventions can work to alleviate the pressures.      

  

6. How We Get Free: Black Feminism and the Combahee River Collective by Keeanga 

Yamahtta-Taylor: “Listen to Black women!” Want to learn what Black women from 

movements past have to say about justice and freedom? Look no further than this 

foundational manifesto.         

  

7. Children of Blood and Bones by Tomi Adeyemi: Science fiction is a powerful tool for 

exploring problems from the distance we normally aren’t afforded with day-to-day life. 

This first part of the electric new trilogy explores issues of fear, revenge, and what it 

takes to build a new future.         

  

8. When They Call You A Terrorist by Patrisse Khan Cullors: Cullors co-founded Black 

Lives Matter over five years ago alongside two other Black women organizers. Years 

later, she reflected on her own journey to that moment and what it means to be labeled a 

terrorist by the government that has sought to erase you and those you love.  

  

9. Let’s Get Free: A Hip-Hop Theory of Justice by Paul Butler: This Harvard Law grad 

turned prosecutor went from high-powered attorney to wrongfully accused Black man in 

one day. What that experience taught him is cemented through this book and will tell you 

all you need to know about this rigged system.      

  

10. Pushout by Monique Morris: Black girls and women are often left out of the 

conversation when it comes to criminal justice reform but Morris reiterates exactly how 

Black girls are oversexualized, more likely to be described as aggressive, and more 

frequently suspended or expelled, leading to this school-to-prison pipeline we hear so 

much about. 
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